
Advanced Algorithms – Lecture 2 ∼ 6: Assignements
The University of Tokyo – Summer 2010
Instructor: François Le Gall

Choose one of the two parts below (Part A or Part B) and solve all
the questions in the part you choose. Send your report to the instructor
before August 27th by putting a copy in the instructor’s mailbox located
on the 1st floor of the Faculty of Science Building Number 7. Alternatively,
you can send a pdf file of the report by email to the address “legall@is.s.u-
tokyo.ac.jp” (in this case, be sure that you receive an email of confirmation
of receipt from the instructor). Do not forget to write your name and your
student number on the report.

Part A

(1) Let M and N be two sets with |M | ≥ |N |. For a given subset S ⊆ M ,
a function f : M → N is said to be a perfect hashing function for S if
f(x) ̸= f(y) for all pairs of distinct elements x ̸= y in S. Show that, if
H is a universal hashing family from M to N (as defined in Lecture 3),
then for any subset S ⊆ M of size |S| <

√
|N | there exists a function

h ∈ H that is a perfect hashing function for S. Can you give a stronger
statement?

(2) Let Alice and Bob be two players owning strings a = (a1, . . . , ak) ∈
{0, 1}k and b = (b1, . . . , bk) ∈ {0, 1}k respectively. The goal is for Bob
to decide if a = b. We suppose that only Alice can send messages to
Bob, and that Alice wants to send as few communication as possible.
In Lecture 3, we discussed an efficient protocol that solves this prob-
lem with high probability using the idea of hashing. Propose another
protocol for this problem relying on the Schwartz-Zippel theorem and
compare the two protocols. (Hint: consider for example the polynomi-
als A(x) =

∑k
i=1 aix

i−1 and B(x) =
∑k

i=1 bix
i−1.)

(3) What is the currently largest prime number known? Discuss how its
primality was proven.

Part B
This part discusses the implementation of the Solovay-Strassen algorithm we
discussed in Lectures 5 and 6.
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(1) Implement the Solovay-Strassen algorithm in the programming lan-
guage of your choice and give the source code of your implementa-
tion. Using a mathematics software may be convenient since functions
for the Jacobi symbol and for modular computation are usually avail-
able. A useful mathematics software is GAP and is available for free
at http://www.gap-system.org/.

(2) A Mersenne number is an integer of the form 2m − 1, where m is
a positive integer. A Mersenne prime is a Mersenne number that is
prime. Up to June 2010, only 47 Mersenne prime are known. What is
the largest Mersenne prime on which your program works in reasonable
time (say, less than 30 minutes of computational time)?

(3) In Lecture 6 we computed the probability that the Solovay-Strassen
algorithm outputs “COMPOSITE” and showed that, for a composite
number, this probability is at least 1/2. Investigate empirically the
value of this probability for small composite numbers. Is there a com-
posite number such that this probability is exactly 1/2?

(4) In Lecture 6 we stated that the time complexity of Solovay-Strassen
algorithm on input n was O((log n)3). Discuss briefly how this time
complexity can be improved. (Hint: is the power algorithm discussed
in Lecture 4 optimal?)
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